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Automated upscaling of river networks for macroscale
hydrological modeling

Huan Wu,1,2 John S. Kimball,1,2 Nate Mantua,3 and Jack Stanford2

Received 6 November 2009; revised 5 January 2011; accepted 13 January 2011; published 15 March 2011.

[1] We developed a hierarchical dominant river tracing (DRT) algorithm for automated
extraction and spatial upscaling of basin flow directions and river networks using fine-scale
hydrography inputs (e.g., flow direction, river networks, and flow accumulation). In contrast
with previous upscaling methods, the DRT algorithm utilizes information on global and
local drainage patterns from baseline fine-scale hydrography to determine upscaled flow
directions and other critical variables including upscaled basin area, basin shape, and river
lengths. The DRT algorithm preserves the original baseline hierarchical drainage structure
by tracing each entire flow path from headwater to river mouth at fine scale while
prioritizing successively higher order basins and rivers for tracing. We applied the algorithm
to produce a series of global hydrography data sets from 1/16� to 2� spatial scales in two
geographic projections (WGS84 and Lambert azimuthal equal area). The DRT results were
evaluated against other alternative upscaling methods and hydrography data sets for
continental U.S. and global domains. These results show favorable DRT upscaling
performance in preserving baseline fine-scale river network information including: (1)
improved, automated extraction of flow directions and river networks at any spatial scale
without the need for manual correction; (2) consistency of river network, basin shape, basin
area, river length, and basin internal drainage structure between upscaled and baseline fine-
scale hydrography; and (3) performance largely independent of spatial scale, geographic
region, and projection. The results of this study include an initial set of DRT upscaled global
hydrography maps derived from HYDRO1K baseline fine-scale hydrography inputs; these
digital data are available online for public access at ftp://ftp.ntsg.umt.edu/pub/data/DRT/.
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1. Introduction
[2] Much effort has been devoted to improving the char-

acterization and simulation of precipitation runoff and rout-
ing in global land surface models (LSMs), which define
lower boundary conditions for atmospheric general circula-
tion models (GCMs). These LSMs include macroscale
hydrological models (MHMs), such as the variable infiltra-
tion capacity (VIC) model that provide relatively complete
representation of the terrestrial water budget in which the
lateral flow of water is a necessary component [Liston et al.,
1994; Miller et al., 1994; Nijssen et al., 1997; Olivera
et al., 2000; Arora et al., 2001]. Comparisons between
simulated streamflow and observed hydrograph data are also
widely used for calibration and validation of LSMs. Re-
gional upscaling of river networks and flow directions to

relatively coarse (e.g., 1/16� to 2�) spatial scales commensu-
rate with GCM, LSM, and MHM simulations is necessary
for representing the lateral movement of water, sediment,
and nutrients in continental and global scale modeling stud-
ies by providing the necessary flow paths and river networks
for runoff routing. Coarse-scale hydrography variables such
as river flow direction (FDR), river network structure, flow
accumulation area (FAC), and flow distance represent a gross
simplification of complex landscapes and cannot be obtained
by direct measurements. Coarse-scale hydrography is gener-
ally determined by abstracting (upscaling) from relatively
fine-scale hydrography that is more representative of real
world conditions. The earliest coarse-scale hydrography
products have been derived through manual interpretation
and digitization of published maps [e.g., Vörösmarty et al.,
1989; Miller et al., 1994; Liston et al., 1994; Marengo et al.,
1994; Costa and Foley, 1997]. However, manual corrections
can be subjective and labor intensive, particularly for larger
regions, and must also be repeated when deriving similar
products at different spatial scales [O’Donnell et al., 1999].
Regional- or continental-scale applications can involve mil-
lions of grid cells, making manual processing largely imprac-
tical and requiring the use of more automated methods.

[3] Comparisons between upscaled river networks and
baseline fine-scale hydrography data can provide reliable
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validation of upscaling algorithms, while the accuracy of the
derived coarse-scale hydrography should be commensurate
with the accuracy of the fine-scale hydrography inputs. Rela-
tively fine-scale and accurate hydrography data are available
globally. The hydrologically corrected global HYDRO1K
[Gesch et al., 1999; U.S. Geological Survey, 2000] is one of
the most widely used global hydrography data sets. As the
successor of HYDRO1K, HydroSHEDS is now available in
many regions and provides superior scale and quality relative
to its predecessor [Lehner et al., 2008]. Given reliable base-
line fine-scale hydrography inputs (e.g., HYDRO1K, Hydro-
SHEDS), the essential work of an upscaling algorithm is to
preserve the accuracy of the baseline hydrography at coarser
spatial scales. Manual corrections can be avoided if an
upscaling algorithm can effectively exploit the fine scale in-
formation defined from the baseline hydrography inputs. An
upscaling algorithm can be considered successful or vali-
dated if the accuracy of the derived coarse-scale hydrography
is commensurate with the baseline fine-scale hydrography
inputs. The purpose of this paper is to put forward a new
algorithm for automatic upscaling of river networks that
addresses many of the limitations of earlier methods, includ-
ing coarse-scale distortions of baseline fine-scale hydrogra-
phy and the need for manual interpretation and correction of
associated errors.

2. Background
[4] Increasing efforts have been made over the past dec-

ade to develop more efficient algorithms for river network
upscaling and generation of coarse-scale hydrography
while reducing the need for manual corrections. We recog-
nize two general groups of river network upscaling algo-
rithms, based on the spatial dimension of information used
for determining coarse-scale flow directions and river net-
work structure.

[5] The cell-to-cell (CTC) based algorithms use 0-
dimension information to define flow direction. The CTC
approach employs single representative values for hydro-
graphic variables (e.g., elevation, FAC, aggregated flow
direction) on a grid cell-by-cell basis to determine coarse
grid-scale flow directions. These representative values are
derived from finer-scale hydrography using spatial averag-
ing, resampling, maximum value or vector operation meth-
ods. In the CTC approach, subgrid-scale information is
only used to derive representative upscale values. No fine-
scale information outside of the coarse grid cell under con-
sideration is employed to determine flow direction using
the CTC approach. Oki and Sud [1998] averaged elevation
information from a 50 digital elevation model (DEM) to
obtain a 1� scale global DEM and defined associated flow
directions using a maximum downhill (steepest descent)
method with pit grid cells and other discontinuous river
segments eliminated through manual correction. An
approach similar to ‘‘stream burning’’ [Dirmeyer, 1995;
Maidment, 1996] was first used for geolocating vector river
networks on DEM data and was then used for determining
flow directions using the maximum downhill method after
pit-removal processing [Graham et al., 1999]. A similar
method was used to generate a 0.5� resolution global river
network [Renssen and Knoop, 2000]. However, pit removal
algorithms [e.g., Jenson and Domingue, 1988; Tarboton

et al., 1991] developed for deriving flow directions and
river networks from fine-scale DEM information generally
do not work well using coarse-scale DEMs because of inad-
equate representation of terrain heterogeneity. Therefore,
coarse-scale DEM– based upscaling algorithms generally
require intensive manual correction. Comanor et al. [2000]
improved Graham et al.’s [1999] upscaled flow directions
and river networks by adopting a basin area correction pro-
cess. A global flow direction data set at 2.81� resolution
was derived by defining flow directions of coarser grid cells
using corresponding flow directions from a finer-scale (1�)
grid with the largest FAC values [Arora and Boer, 1999].
A similar method was used by Döll and Lehner [2002] to
generate a global flow direction data set (DDM30) at 1/2�

resolution with extensive manual correction. A double-
maximum method was developed to track the river beyond
the boundary of a selected coarse grid cell using an offset
grid cell identified by the largest FAC value [Olivera et al.,
2002]. Fekete et al. [2001] assigned coarse grid cell flow
directions using the inverse of the maximum FAC. A vector
addition method was also explored to aggregate subgrid-
scale flow directions to define coarse grid flow directions
in which only four cardinal directions are derived [Shaw
et al., 2005].

[6] The second group of upscaling algorithms utilizes a
dominant river segment tracing (DST) approach and quasi
1-dimensional information to determine flow directions.
The DST approach determines coarse grid-scale flow direc-
tions by employing some baseline subgrid-scale informa-
tion (e.g., flow directions and river networks). The DST
approach generally uses the maximum FAC value to first
identify the dominant river segment of a coarse grid cell
and then traces the fine-scale dominant river segment along
a user-defined distance outside of the coarse grid cell. The
river tracing method was first explored by O’Donnell et al.
[1999] to determine flow direction by tracing the fine-scale
river network beyond the boundary of the selected coarse
grid cell. A fine-scale flow direction –based algorithm was
improved by tracking dominant river segments after they
leave coarse grid cells [Arora and Harrison, 2007]. A more
advanced river network tracing method was developed to
determine the downstream coarse grid cell by tracing fine-
scale vector river networks, in which the dominant river
segment was defined by the largest upstream flow length
[Olivera and Raina, 2003]. The CTC and DST methods
have constraints, including (1) only local information, usu-
ally defined within a 3 � 3 coarse grid cell matrix centered
within the selected coarse grid cell, is employed to deter-
mine flow direction of the coarse grid cell, leading to
potential misclassification of river segments, especially for
complex terrain and associated river networks; and (2)
baseline fine-scale hydrography is generally underutilized
in the upscaling algorithms. The FAC represents the entire
upstream source area, which can be global information
reflecting the overall drainage (runoff routing) structure of
the given domain. However, in previous approaches the
FAC is essentially used as local rather than global informa-
tion to identify the outlet pixel of individual coarse grid
cells and local river segments within the cell ; the FAC is
used to represent the local river segment but not the entire
river. To improve flow directions and reduce large basin
aggregation of smaller catchments during spatial upscaling,
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Fekete et al. [2001] incorporated sub-basin information to
constrain the range of the ‘‘uphill’’ search area within sub-
basin cells (the improved method is hereafter referred to as
NSABE). However, the NSABE only uses FAC values to
determine flow directions within each subbasin, while sub-
basin boundary constraints may not provide sufficient
global information to identify and preserve river structure
during the upscale process, especially when there are multi-
ple rivers (or flow paths) in a subbasin. With these limita-
tions, previous approaches can result in two common error
sources. First, these methods cannot guarantee that flow
directions derived for adjacent upstream and downstream
coarse grid cells are defined from the same dominant river
going through them; this is especially problematic when
tracing sinuous river networks using a single, representa-
tive flow direction, leading to potential errors in upscale
flow direction, basin area, and river length calculations.
Second, without sufficient global information defined from
the baseline fine-scale hydrography, in some situations
multiple dominant rivers cannot be correctly identified and
conserved when they drain through the same grid cell, lead-
ing to potential misclassification of river segments. There-
fore, larger basins unreasonably expand at the expense of
smaller catchments during the upscaling process. This
effect is illustrated in Figure 1a, where both upstream areas
of rivers R4 and R2 drain through the same coarse-scale
grid cell in row 3 and column 6 of the specified grid (here-
after designated as cell [3,6]) ; during the upscaling process,
the drainage area of R4 is absorbed into the R2 stem river
basin, which has a larger FAC area, resulting in excessive
growth of the R2 drainage area and a corresponding reduc-
tion in the R4 drainage area. The absorbed upstream river

segments are ‘‘excluded’’ from R4 and represent ‘‘false’’
river (R2) segments in the upscaled results. Without global
tracing of fine-scale river features during the upscaling pro-
cess, segments of some globally dominant rivers in com-
plex drainage areas (e.g., coarse grid cells with multiple
major rivers such as cell [1,2], cell [2,2], and cell [3,6] in
Figure 1a) cannot be correctly identified and preserved by
either (CTC or DST) approach, leading to coarse-scale dis-
tortions of river shape and length, basin shape, and area.
These distortions generally require manual correction and
could have significant, negative impacts on hydrological
flow– related model calculations, including water routing,
sediment transport, and stream temperature simulations. In
contrast, the CTC approach tends to produce more false
river segments and exclude real river segments, resulting in
shorter river lengths and relatively more bias in basin shape
and area calculations.

3. Methods
[7] We designed a river upscaling methodology based on

the following criteria. In hydrological models using the D8
single flow direction approach, all runoff generated in a grid
cell drains into the immediate downstream cell according to
an assigned single flow direction (out of eight possible
directions). The D8 approach is more appropriate and effec-
tive in meeting hydrological model requirements when a
greater proportion of runoff from the underlying fine-scale
hydrography drains in a consistent flow direction matching
the assigned flow direction of the overlying grid cell. An
effective upscaling algorithm should assign as many cells as
possible with coarse-scale flow directions consistent with

Figure 1. (a) Example schematic of the DRT algorithm for a hypothetical landscape domain and asso-
ciated matrix of cells with three main basins (B1, B2, and B3) and outlet cells (in red). (b) To avoid
unreasonably assigning more cardinal directions than diagonal directions, the DRT gives equal opportu-
nity to each of eight potential flow directions (four cardinal directions and four diagonal directions) by
dividing each cell into eight evenly distributed sections radiating from the cell centroid, where each sec-
tion has the same central angle �=4.
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the predominant underlying drainage from each cell, while
preserving the overall dominant river structure of the speci-
fied domain in relation to the baseline, fine-scale hydrogra-
phy inputs. Potential conflicts can arise during the upscaling
process between assigning a predominant drainage direction
and preserving the overall dominant river structure of the
baseline hydrography; the latter is generally more important
to the overall performance of an upscaling approach [Döll
and Lehner, 2002]. Additional criteria for model develop-
ment and upscaling include a desire to preserve drainage
structure (e.g., river lengths, basin shapes, and internal
drainage areas) in relation to the baseline hydrography and
derive upscaled flow directions and river networks auto-
matically, with consistent performance, at different scales
and projections for all regions.

3.1. Hierarchical Dominant River Tracing Algorithm
[8] A hierarchical dominant river tracing (DRT) algo-

rithm was developed in accordance with the above criteria
for automated extraction and spatial upscaling of flow
directions and river networks. A primary description of the
DRT algorithms is provided in this section, while support-
ing information, including an algorithm flowchart, is pro-
vided in Appendix A. For clarity of text, fine-scale grid
cells are hereafter referred to as pixels and upscaled grid
cells as cells. The DRT prioritizes downstream rivers and
flow directions by exploiting both global and local hydro-
graphic characteristics, including overall drainage structure
(two-dimension), dominant rivers and river segments (one-
dimension), and FAC values (zero-dimension) from base-
line, fine-scale hydrography inputs. The DRT identifies the
hierarchical river structure (e.g., stream-order ranking of
dominant and subdominant rivers and tributaries) of a given
region by the FAC values of river mouths, sinks, and junc-
tions. Dominant rivers are globally and hierarchically
selected to assign flow directions for all intersecting cells
by tracing each entire river (tributary) at the subgrid scale
from headwater pixel to river mouth or sink (junction)
pixel. For a given cell, the DRT selects the longest effective
dominant river (LEDR) segment within the cell to deter-
mine the flow direction when it does not conflict with pre-
serving the overall global dominant drainage structure. The
LEDR of a cell is defined as the river segment (or dominant
flow path when there is no river in the cell) that dominates
the local drainage of the cell. During the hierarchical trac-
ing process (i.e., larger rivers are prioritized over smaller
rivers for tracing), the LEDR for a cell is generally identi-
fied as the river segment with a relatively large (not neces-
sary the largest) FAC relative to other river segments
within the cell and exceeding a user-defined minimum
length threshold within the cell (described in section 3.2.1).
The LEDR generally has more tributaries, which increases
the probability that the selected river segment has the lon-
gest flow path and collects the majority of runoff from pix-
els within the cell. In many cases, the LEDR of a cell
belongs to the most dominant river of all large rivers (if
any) draining through the cell. However, if two globally
dominant rivers drain through the same cell and the second-
ary river has a longer length within the cell, and actually
dominates local (within cell) drainage relative to the more
dominant river, the secondary river is selected as the LEDR

for the cell if this does not lead to discontinuity of the more
dominant river and degrade the global drainage structure.

[9] The DRT first identifies the dominant basin and river
of the defined study area and assigns single flow directions
for cells along dominant rivers beginning from headwater
cells to basin mouth or sink cells. Subdominant rivers and
tributary flow paths are then identified and ordered accord-
ing to their respective FACs. The priority for assigning flow
directions is assigned to successively higher-order rivers
until all cells in the most dominant basin have assigned flow
directions. The DRT then selects progressively smaller, less
dominant basins and rivers and assigns flow directions in a
similar manner until all cells in the given study area have
been assigned flow directions. The DRT procedure is illus-
trated in Figure 1a for a hypothetical landscape matrix of
cells with three main basins (B1, B2, and B3) and outlet
cells (in red). The outlet cell of the largest basin B1 is first
identified, and is designated by cell [9,7] in Figure 1a. A
reverse tracing algorithm (Appendix A) is then applied to
identify the globally dominant river (R1) in B1 from the
outlet (cell [9,7]) to headwater (cell [1,2]). The DRT traces
the river from headwater pixel in the headwater cell (cell
[1,2]) to basin outlet pixel in the outlet cell (cell [9,7]) along
the R1 flow path and assigns flow directions (red arrows)
for all intersecting cells. All junctions (i.e., pixels with more
than one tributary) in R1 are identified and appended to a
junction array, which is used to record and search for subdo-
minant rivers in B1. The outlet of the second most dominant
river (R2) in B1 is identified by the junction cell [8,6] (in
green), where the junction pixel corresponding to R2 has
the maximum FAC value among all junctions in the junc-
tion array. R2 is then identified using the same reverse trac-
ing algorithm starting from the junction cell [8,6]. All cells
in R2 are then assigned flow directions (dark blue arrows)
by tracing from the corresponding headwater cell [1,7]. All
R2 junctions are identified and appended to the junction
array. The junction for identifying R2 is then removed from
the junction array. The remaining B1 subdominant rivers
(R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8) are traced in a similar manner and
assigned in hierarchical order by the FAC values in the
junction array. All remaining cells without rivers draining
through them are also assigned flow directions by tracing
nonriver flow paths according to flow directions and FAC
values defined from the baseline fine-scale hydrography.
After all cells in B1 are assigned, other basins (B2, B3) and
cells of the given region are searched and classified in a
similar manner until all cells in the region are assigned flow
directions.

3.2. Rules for Preserving River Structure During
Spatial Upscaling

[10] Three general rules are defined to preserve baseline
globally and locally dominant river structure when assign-
ing flow directions for each cell in a given domain; these
rules are designed to avoid assignments of unreasonably
more cardinal than diagonal flow directions, minimize the
occurrence of excluded or false river segments, and con-
serve important rivers under complex situations.
3.2.1. Selection of Flow Directions at the Grid Cell
Level

[11] The first rule governs the selection of flow direc-
tions at the grid cell level. Each cell in the D8 flow
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direction map has only four cardinal edges, which promotes
the risk of assigning more cardinal than diagonal directions
in upscaling algorithms using the river tracing method. To
avoid unreasonably assigning more cardinal than diagonal
directions for cell drainage, the DRT first divides each cell
into eight evenly distributed potential flow directions (four
cardinal sectors and four diagonal sectors) radiating from
the cell center, where each sector has the same central
angle �=4 (e.g., Figure 1b). The cell flow direction is then
determined through one of the eight sectors depending on
how the dominant river flows into the adjacent downstream
cell. The DRT defines flow direction for each cell by trac-
ing each river from headwater to river mouth, which identi-
fies the downstream cell that becomes the upstream cell for
the next flow direction assignment. Therefore, the LEDR of
each cell needs to be identified during the cell-to-cell trac-
ing of the entire river. To determine whether the selected
dominant river is the LEDR of the downstream cell, the
DRT traces the dominant river downstream an extra length
following a user-defined threshold (0.6* cell size for cardi-
nal sectors and 0.8* cell size for diagonal sectors for this
study), as shown in Figure 1b; this contrasts with the
approach of O’Donnell et al. [1999], in which only rivers
draining from diagonal sectors of a cell are traced to ensure
that flow in the broader area is in a diagonal direction.
However, a dominant river flowing from a cell through a
diagonal (or cardinal) sector does not necessarily drain the
majority of water from the cell to the adjacent diagonal
(cardinal) downstream cell because the river may not main-
tain a sufficient length in the downstream cell. If the
selected dominant river of a cell exceeds the specified
length threshold in the adjacent downstream cell, it quali-
fies as the LEDR of the downstream cell. The flow direc-
tion for each cell is then determined as the direction of the
adjacent downstream cell identified by the LEDR. Rivers
draining in diagonal directions are generally closer to cell
edges, have shorter lengths, and tend to be less dominant
(e.g., collecting less runoff within the cell) in the immedi-
ate downstream cell than rivers draining in cardinal direc-
tions. A longer downstream length threshold is therefore
specified for rivers draining through diagonal sectors rela-
tive to cardinal sectors to qualify as the LEDR of the down-
stream cell. The larger extra length threshold for diagonal
sectors generally avoids unreasonable cardinal directions
by ensuring approximately equal opportunities for selection
of cardinal and diagonal directions when assigning flow
directions for grid cells. The extra length thresholds for car-
dinal (0.6* cell size) and diagonal (0.8* cell size) sectors
for this study were defined by model calibration in relation
to the baseline hydrography over selected global basins.
3.2.2. Preservation of Subdominant Rivers

[12] A second rule governs the preservation of subdomi-
nant rivers during spatial upscaling. When there is more
than one major river in a cell (e.g., cell [4,6] in Figure 1a),
flow direction for the cell is determined by the LEDR of the
most dominant river (e.g., R2 in Figure 1a) going through it.
This may lead to flow discontinuity of subdominant river
segments in subsequent tracing. For example, R4 will be
absorbed by R2, in Figure 1a. The DRT addresses this
potential error by moving the detector (see definition in
Table A1) downstream along the subdominant river (R4) to
locate the nearest adjacent cell that has not yet been assigned

a flow direction (e.g., cell [4,5]). If the unassigned down-
stream cell is an immediate neighbor, the flow direction of
the given cell (e.g., cell [3,6]) is assigned in the direction of
this downstream cell (i.e., cell [4,5]). Thus, the subdominant
river (R4) is preserved and not absorbed by the dominant
river (R2) in the cell. If a cell under consideration (e.g., cell
[6,7] of R6) has an unassigned downstream cell that is not
an immediate neighbor (i.e., cell [8,7]), in order to preserve
the subdominant river (R6), the DRT assigns a downstream
flow direction by diverting the river passing through the ad-
jacent cell (e.g., dashed arrow in cell [7,7]) parallel along
the river defined at fine scale (R6) to the unassigned down-
stream cell (i.e., cell [8,7]). The DRT preserves such subdo-
minant rivers by this ‘‘diverting’’ algorithm only when the
subdominant river drainage area exceeds the threshold FAC
value (defined as the ‘‘basin area threshold’’ in Table 5) and
there are appropriate cells available for diverting. If there
are other important rivers in cells that a river is diverted
through (e.g., cell [7,7] in Figure 1a) that cannot be diverted
because of a relatively dense river network in the surround-
ing cells, the DRT allows the specified subdominant river
(R6) to be absorbed by the more dominant river (R2). In
these cases a multiple flow direction algorithm may be the
best way to preserve subdominant rivers.
3.2.3. Preservation of Sinuous Flow Paths

[13] A third rule governs the upscaling of sinuous flow
paths in a cell. Situations where a sinuous dominant river
flows out of a cell, back into the same cell and out again
(e.g., cell [5,1] and cell [7,2] in Figure 1a), may result in
the assignment of inverse flow directions to adjacent cells
(e.g., cell [5,1] and cell [6,1], and cell [7,2] and cell [7,1] in
Figure 1a), resulting in these cells draining into each other
or generating a circular flow path. The DRT avoids these
potential errors by performing the following tasks. First,
the dominant river is traced from the headwater (e.g., R3
and R9) to the outlet or junction of the river basin (subba-
sin). The algorithm then determines whether the river
returns to the current cell (e.g., cell [5,1] in R3 and cell
[7,2] in R9). The algorithm then assigns the flow direction
along the dominant river according to the first and second
rules above. If the dominant river returns and the assigned
flow directions result in cells draining into each other (e.g.,
in R9, cell [7,2] and cell [7,1]) or generating a circular flow
path, the DRT moves the detector downstream until the
river finally leaves the cell (e.g., river pixels identified
(circled) in cell [5,1] and cell [7,2] in Figure 1a), and con-
tinues to assign flow directions following the first and sec-
ond rules above according to how the river finally leaves
the cell. Otherwise, the algorithm continues river tracing
and flow direction assignments following the above rules
(e.g., cell [5,1] and cell [6,1]). The identified upscaled flow
directions from this process are illustrated for R3 (brown
arrows) and R9 (pink arrows) in Figure 1a. In this example
the detour river segment cell [6,1] is preserved for R3,
while cell [7,1] is excluded from R9. These general rules
enable the DRT algorithms to conserve baseline fine-scale
river structure in complex landscapes.

3.3. Four Metrics on Dominant River Tracing
Performance

[14] We derived four metrics (equations (1) – (4)) to
quantify DRT performance for matching hydrological
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modeling needs in preserving dominant rivers and river
segments, and assigning predominant drainage directions:

f1 ¼ Nd=Nt; ð1Þ

f2 ¼ Nm=Nt; ð2Þ

f3 ¼ Nm50=Nt; ð3Þ

f4 ¼ Nm80=Nt; ð4Þ

where Nd is the number of cells with flow directions
assigned according to the LEDR, which is identified by the
DRT to determine the predominant flow direction and
drainage from a cell among all river segments (if any)
within the cell ; Nt is the total number of valid cells defined
in the coarse-scale DEM (mask) that are assigned flow
directions; Nm is the number of cells draining the most run-
off in the assigned flow direction from the eight potential
directions; Nm50 and Nm80 are the number of cells draining
more than 50% and 80%, respectively, of runoff from the
cell in the assigned flow direction.

[15] The locally dominant river segment (i.e., LEDR)
draining the most runoff of each cell was determined from
the baseline fine-scale hydrography. For the evaluation pro-
cess, a similar flow direction determination algorithm (using
the same three general rules) as the DRT was used to define
the flow direction of each cell according to the selected dom-
inant river (i.e., LEDR), which is called the evaluation direc-
tion. The Nd metric quantifies the number of cells where the
evaluation direction (derived by local tracing) is the same as
the DRT upscaled results (derived by global tracing of the
entire dominant river). The f1 metric is used to verify
whether the DRT algorithm correctly identifies the LEDRs
and dominant rivers on a grid cell-by-cell basis. A large f1
value indicates that the algorithm has successfully identified
more river segments of the dominant rivers generally with a
higher f2. However, correctly assigning flow directions for
cells corresponding to the 1 � f1 term is critical for success-
fully preserving all dominant rivers and the overall drainage
structure in a study area; the 1 � f1 term refers to cells for
which flow directions are not defined by the LEDR to pre-
serve the overall drainage structure. With the overall domi-
nant drainage structure well preserved, larger f2, f3, and f4
values enable more accurate hydrological modeling.

4. Dominant River Tracing Results and
Evaluation

[16] Flow direction is widely recognized as being difficult
to project [e.g., Fekete et al., 2001; Olivera et al., 2002;
Döll and Lehner, 2002], leading to difficulties in converting
upscaled results between different geographic projections
and coordinate systems. Flexible upscaling algorithms are
therefore required to derive upscaled results from baseline
hydrography under different projections or coordinate sys-
tems to meet the needs of various applications. GCMs are
usually set up in a nonprojected environment, while hydro-
logical models are implemented using various geographic
projections or nonprojected environments depending on spe-
cific applications. The effect of geographic projection on the

upscaling process is well documented [Olivera et al., 2002].
The DRT is designed to allow the derivation of upscaled
results from either projected or nonprojected baseline
hydrography inputs, while different methods are used for
basin area and river length calculations. In this study we
applied the DRT in two projections, including Lambert azi-
muthal equal area projection and a geographic (latitude/lon-
gitude) projection referenced to datum WGS84 (hereafter
referred to as Lambert and WGS84 projections, respec-
tively). Because HydroSHEDS currently does not include
high-latitude areas, the HYDRO1K still plays a critical role
in global applications. For this investigation we use the
HYDRO1K hydrography to define baseline 1 km resolution
information for global DRT upscaling. The DRT upscaled
global hydrography layers were derived at multiple spatial
scales, including 1/16�, 1/8�, [1/4]�, [1/2]�, 1�, and 2� reso-
lutions, with respective cell sizes approximating 7.5, 15, 30,
60, 120, and 240 km (referred to as’’cell size’’ in Table 5) in
the Lambert projection. The generation of DRT upscaled
hydrography in the Lambert projection was facilitated by
the baseline HYDRO1K format, which is also in a Lambert
projection. To generate the WGS84 data set, we reprojected
the original HYDRO1K DEM and stream network into the
WGS84 format, and then burned the resulting stream net-
work into the WGS84 DEM format; the WGS84 baseline
fine-scale (1/120� approximating 1 km resolution) hydrogra-
phy (e.g., flow direction, FAC, and stream network) layer
was then prepared for DRT upscaling using standard GIS
tools (e.g., Arc Hydro).

[17] The DRT results were verified against other upscaled
results from the literature over regional (the contiguous
U.S.) and global domains as described in sections 4.1 and
4.2. The DRT results (e.g., upscaled flow directions, river
networks, basin areas, upstream drainage area of each cell,
lengths of stem rivers and tributaries, length of upstream
river segments of each cell, basin shapes) were also verified
against the baseline fine-scale hydrography inputs using vis-
ual comparisons and quantitative methods. The four metrics
(discussed in section 2.3) were also used to evaluate DRT
performance in meeting the requirements for macroscale
hydrological modeling. We derived modeling efficiency
ME, equivalent to the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient [Nash and
Sutcliffe, 1970], root-mean-square error (RMSE) and nor-
malized RMSE (NRMSE), mean absolute relative error
(MRE) and absolute relative error (RE) statistics to evaluate
correspondence between DRT upscaled basin geometry cal-
culations and the baseline hydrography:

ME ¼ 1:0�

PN
i¼1
ðSi � OiÞ2

PN
i¼1
ðOi � �OÞ2

; ð5Þ

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN

i¼1

ðOi � SiÞ2
vuut : ð6Þ

NRMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

PN
i¼1
ðOi � SiÞ2

s

Omax � Omin
; ð7Þ
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MRE ¼ 1
N

X jOi � Sij
Oi

; ð8Þ

RE ¼ jOi � Sij
Oi

; ð9Þ

where Oi is defined from the baseline, fine-scale hydrogra-
phy; Si is the same variable derived from the DRT upscaled
results ; �O is the average value of Oi ; Omax is the maximum
value Oi ; Omin is the minimum value of Oi, and N is the
number of basins, rivers, or individual cells selected for the
comparison.

4.1. Dominant River Tracing Comparisons With
Other Upscaling Methods Over a Contiguous U.S.
Regional Domain

[18] The DRT results were compared with other upscaling
methods from the literature, including NSABE (1/12� and
1/2� resolution) and DDM30 (1/2� resolution) over a contig-
uous U.S. regional domain. All of the methods (except
DDM30) were applied to derive flow directions at targeted
spatial resolutions based on the same baseline inputs (i.e.,
HydroSHEDS 15 arc second resolution hydrography) with-
out manual corrections to the results. We also performed a
global comparison between the DRT and DDM30 using
HYDRO1K baseline fine-scale hydrography inputs as
described below. While the DDM30 was primarily gener-
ated using HYDRO1K baseline information consistent with
the global DRT results, intensive postprocessing and manual
corrections (for over 30% of the total cells processed) using
vectorized river networks may have steered the DDM30

away from the HYDRO1K baseline. The DDM30 results
were included in the contiguous U.S. regional comparison
as a reference for the global DRT and DDM30 comparison
(described in section 4.2), and to assess model performance
against upscaled results derived from intensive manual cor-
rections. To facilitate objective comparisons of upscaled
flow directions and river networks from the different meth-
ods, the same algorithms for calculating upscaled drainage
areas and river lengths defined by the DRT were applied to
the other upscaling results. Individual cells were selected
from all upscaled results and matched with corresponding
HydroSHEDS basin areas and/or river lengths following
the rule-based approach of Döll and Lehner [2002]. The
baseline HydroSHEDS pixels with maximum values of all
HydroSHEDS upstream drainage areas within individual
cells were selected for the comparison. Only those cells are
taken into account, for which (1) the upstream drainage
areas (or river lengths) of the HydroSHEDS and corre-
sponding upscaled results differ by less than a factor of 3,
and (2) the baseline basin area (or river length) exceeds a
minimum size threshold.

[19] The number of cells selected according to the above
rules provides an important performance metric because
cells not selected by this procedure have large (>threefold)
differences between upscaled results and the baseline
hydrography. As shown in Table 1, the DRT preserves the
most cells and rivers for all selection constraints summar-
ized. For example, at 1/2� resolution, the DRT preserves
84% (464) more cells than the NSABE with basin area and
river length discrepancies within a factor of 3 from baseline
conditions for respective drainage areas and river lengths
above 3600 km2 and 50 km. The DRT also preserves a sim-
ilar number (1019) of cells as the DDM30 (1034). The

Table 1. Comparison of Numbers of Selected Individual Basin and River Grid Cells From NSABE, DDM30, and DRT Upscaling Meth-
ods for the Contiguous U.S. Domaina

Rivers/Cells NSABE DDM30 DRT

1/2�

Area > 3600; Factor 3 (area) Cells 3110 3535 3874
Area > 3600; RE (area) < 0.05 Cells 748 1505 1635
Area > 3600; RE (area) < 0.1 Cells 1180 2069 2226
Length > 50; Factor 3 (length) Cells 3109 4130 4806
Length > 50; Factor 3 (length) Rivers 1441 1777 2280
Length > 50; RE (length) < 0.05 Cells 966 1513 2304
Length > 50; RE (length) < 0.1 Cells 1195 1897 2862
Factor 3 (Area & Length); Area > 3600 & Length > 50 Cells 555 1034 1019

1/12�

Area > 100; Factor 3 (area) Cells 114,016 – 145,868
Area > 2500; Factor 3 (area) Cells 29,586 – 36,116
250 < Area < 2500; Factor 3(area) Cells 51,061 – 67,895
100 < Area < 250; Factor 3 (area) Cells 33,369 – 41,857
Area > 100; RE (area) < 0.05 Cells 38,711 – 74,046
Area > 100; RE (area) < 0.1 Cells 51,847 – 93,317
Length > 8; Factor 3 (length) Cells 86,592 – 133,988
Length > 8; Factor 3 (length) Rivers 27,864 – 43,679
Length > 100; Factor 3 (length) Cells 19,004 – 25,323
50 < Length < 100; Factor 3 (length) Cells 12,956 – 19,922
8 < Length < 50; Factor 3 (length) Cells 54,633 – 88,744
Length > 8; RE (length) < 0.05 Cells 36,188 – 72,383
Length > 8; RE (length) < 0.1 Cells 47,205 – 93,405
Area > 3600 & Length > 8; Factor 3 (Area & Length) Cells 45,272 – 75,629

a‘‘Rivers’’ refer to stem rivers and tributaries defined from headwater cells to junction or outlet cells; area and length units are in km 2 and km; ‘‘factor
3’’ is the discrepancy (for basin area and river length) between the upscaled results and baseline hydrography within a factor of 3 difference following the
rule based approach of Döll and Lehner [2002].
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DRT derives a greater number of cells with smaller RE
(e.g., less than 5% and 10%) for drainage area and river
length calculations than the NSABE and DDM30. The
DRT also derives 70% (93,405 cells) of the total (133,988)
selected cells with RE for river length less than 10%, while
the NSABE produces a lower 55% (47,205 cells) of the
total (86,592) selected cells at 1/12� resolution.

[20] The performance comparisons based on the selected
cells were performed separately between the DRT and each
alternative upscaling method as shown in Table 2. In each
comparison, metrics were calculated from the total cells, in
which each cell was derived by either the DRT or other
upscaling method, with discrepancies of upstream drainage
area or river length between the upscaled results and baseline
hydrography less than a factor of 3. The DRT results show
improved performance relative to the other methods in terms
of MRE, RMSE, and ME metrics (Table 2). All of the meth-
ods show similar and favorable performance in preserving
cells with relatively large upstream drainage areas or river
lengths (e.g., at 1/12� resolution), including upstream drain-
age areas greater than 50,000 km2 (ME >0.980). However,
the DRT results show relatively improved performance in
preserving smaller basins and rivers. For example, at 1/12�

resolution for upstream drainage areas between 250 and
2500 km2, the DRT results produce favorable ME (0.908),
RMSE (172 km2), MRE (0.118), and selected cells (67,934)
metrics, while the NSABE results for these areas show
reduced ME (0.783), RMSE (265 km2), MRE (0.204) and
selected cells (51,084) results.

[21] The f1, f2, f3, and f4 metrics described above were
also calculated for the contiguous U.S. regional compari-
son as shown in Table 3. The DRT results showed larger
f1, f2, f3, and f4 metrics than the NSABE and similar met-
rics as the DDM30. The relative lower f1 for the NSABE
results from the NSABE, defining flow direction for each
cell using the most dominant river with maximum FAC,
while in many cases these criteria result in flow directions

through the corner of the cell with relatively short flow
length. These results indicate that the DRT derived river
network is accurate for hydrological modeling in which
the D8 form single flow direction map is used to delineate
routing flow paths.

4.2. Global Comparisons Between Dominant River
Tracing and DDM30 Results

[22] The global 1/2� flow direction map, DDM30 [Döll
and Lehner, 2002], was selected for global comparison
against DRT 1/2� upscaled results derived using similar
baseline fine-scale hydrography (HYDRO1K) inputs. Indi-
vidual cells with upstream drainage areas exceeding 10,000
km2 were selected from the DRT upscaled results and
matched with corresponding HYDRO1K basin areas fol-
lowing the same rules described in section 4.1. There were
11,421 and 18,101 DDM30 cells selected globally to com-
pare with corresponding DRT results in Lambert and
WGS84 projections, respectively. Even without Australia
(HYDRO1K river network was not available) the WGS84-
based DRT results show 20% more cells selected for the
comparison with HYDRO1K than the DDM30, which indi-
cates better DRT performance. The fewer number of
selected DRT cells in the Lambert projection relative to
WGS84 are because of the different projection geometries.
The ME of the DDM30 is 0.989 for all selected cells, while
the DRT upscaled results show higher ME values of 0.996
and 0.997 under respective WGS84 and Lambert projec-
tions. The DDM30 has a ME of 0.727 for all cells with
drainage areas between 10,000 and 100,000 km2, while the
DRT has a ME of 0.846 and 0.878 for these areas under re-
spective WGS84 and Lambert projections. The DRT (Lam-
bert) results show more consistent performance across
regions than the DDM30, especially for cells with drainage
areas between 10,000 and 100,000 km2; the DRT regional
ME results range from 0.840 (Europe) to 0.920 (South
America), while the DDM30 based ME values range from

Table 2. Comparison of Derived Upstream Drainage Areas and River Lengths by NSABE, DDM30, and DRT for the Contiguous U.S.
Domaina

Selection Constraints Algorithms MRE RMSE ME

Comparison of upstream drainage areas from all
selected individual cells with upstream basin
area greater than 3600 km2 and 100 km2 at 1/2�

and 1/12� resolution, respectively
1/2� NSABE and DRT NSABE 0.311 130,447 0.916

DRT 0.166 62,810 0.978
DDM30 and DRT DDM30 0.170 66,251 0.975

DRT 0.166 21,102 0.998
1/12� NSABE and DRT NSABE 0.383 97,893 0.734

DRT 0.153 20,063 0.988

Comparison of upstream river lengths from all
selected individual cells with upstream river
length greater than 50 km and 8 km at 1/2� and
1/12� resolution, respectively

1/2� NSABE and DRT NSABE 0.445 234.9 0.807
DRT 0.218 98.2 0.954

DDM30 and DRT DDM30 0.294 159.9 0.893
DRT 0.220 127.4 0.927

1/12� NSABE and DRT NSABE 0.411 104.8 0.847
DRT 0.153 63.6 0.942

aThe comparisons were performed separately between the DRT and each literature method, with metrics calculated from the total cells selected by all
methods where upscaled upstream drainage areas or river lengths were within a factor of 3 discrepancy from the baseline hydrography.
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0.561 (South America) to 0.801 (Europe) (Table 4). The
computed DRT (Lambert) ME for each continent is larger
than the corresponding DDM30-based ME values (Table
4). Regional comparisons of the DRT (WGS84) results
were not performed, though the global statistics (Table 4)
indicate consistent DRT performance in both projections.

4.3. Visual Evaluation of Upscaled Flow Directions
and River Structure

[23] The upscaled flow direction is the most critical vari-
able for determining other hydrography layers, including
FAC, upscaled river network, basin boundary and shape, and
river length. Visual comparisons between upscaled flow
directions (i.e., river networks) and the baseline fine-scale
hydrography is the most direct method to evaluate upscaling
algorithm performance. Figure 2 shows a 1� resolution DEM

of South America with DRT upscaled (red lines) and baseline
HYDRO1K (blue lines) river networks, and DRT upscaled
river mouths and sinks (solid circles). The upscaled river
network in Figure 2 is defined using a FAC threshold value
of 1 (cell) that defines the flow direction of each cell to
facilitate visual inspection. Visual inspection of each flow
path indicates that the upscaled flow directions track the base-
line fine-scale dominant rivers and tributaries defined from
HYDRO1K. The results also show that the DRT correctly
identifies mouth and sink cells relative to HYDRO1K. The
DRT utilizes baseline fine-scale river networks (e.g., defined
by FAC thresholds of 1000 pixels from the ‘‘stream network
definition’’ in Table 5) for spatial upscaling, while the river
networks displayed in Figure 2 are defined using a larger
(3000 pixels) FAC threshold for mapping and visual inspec-
tion. Similar results were found for other diverse global

Table 3. Comparison of NSABE (1/2� and 1/12�), DDM30 (1/2�) and DRT (1/2� and 1/12�)a

Algorithms Nt (cells) f1 f2 f3 f4

Regional (Contiguous U.S. Domain) Comparison Based on HydroSHEDS 15-s Hydrography
1/2� NSABE 6874 0.637 0.749 0.610 0.437
1/2� DDM30 6874 0.809 0.922 0.850 0.605
1/2� DRT 6874 0.875 0.927 0.836 0.604
1/12� NSABE 232,460 0.711 0.852 0.761 0.561

DRT 232,460 0.833 0.919 0.863 0.629

Global Statistics Summarizing DRT Performance Based on HYDRO1K Hydrography
2� DRT 2399 0.893 0.912 0.791 0.594
1� DRT 9114 0.884 0.923 0.834 0.616
1/2� DRT 35,954 0.872 0.922 0.843 0.618
1/4� DRT 139,525 0.876 0.924 0.863 0.625
1/8� DRT 547,725 0.873 0.923 0.862 0.633
1/16� DRT 2181,750 0.911 0.915 0.853 0.646

aComparison of performance in serving hydrological models in terms of the four metrics (f1 ¼ Nd/Nt ; f2 ¼ Nm/Nt ; f3 ¼ Nm50/Nt ; f4 ¼ Nm80/Nt) using
HydroSHEDS 15-s hydrography as baseline for the contiguous U.S. domain. Global statistics summarizing DRT performance in the four metrics based
on HYDRO1K hydrography across variable upscaling resolutions.

Table 4. Upstream Drainage Areas of Individual Cells as Presented by the DRT and DDM30 Compared to the Respective Areas of
HYDRO1K

Drainage Area (km2) ME NRMSE MRE Number of Cells

Globe >10,000(pixels) DRT (WGS84) 0.996 0.005 0.106 18,101
10,000 � 100,000(pixels) 0.846 0.098 0.131 12,881

Globe >10,000 DDM30 0.989 14,840
DRT_La 0.997 0.004 0.103 11,421

Globe 10,000 � 100,000 DDM30 0.727 11,435
DRT_L 0.878 0.086 0.123 8371

Asia >10,000 DDM30 0.986
DRT_L 0.999 0.005 0.095 3464

Asia 10,000 � 100,000 DDM30 0.754
DRT_L 0.875 0.087 0.119 2241

Africa >10,000 DDM30 0.983
DRT_L 0.998 0.006 0.107 2937

Africa 10,000 � 100,000 DDM30 0.670
DRT_L 0.878 0.086 0.127 2243

Europe >10,000 DDM30 0.980
DRT_L 0.986 0.009 0.124 1465

Europe 10,000 � 100,000 DDM30 0.801
DRT_L 0.840 0.102 0.138 1190

N. America >10,000 DDM30 0.996
DRT_L 0.998 0.005 0.098 1864

N. America 10,000 � 100,000 DDM30 0.784
DRT_L 0.882 0.085 0.114 1443

S. America >10,000 DDM30 0.994
DRT_L 0.996 0.007 0.095 1691

S. America 10,000 � 100,000 DDM30 0.561
DRT_L 0.920 0.067 0.118 1254

aDRT under Lambert projection.
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regions indicating generally consistent and favorable DRT
performance in preserving baseline fine-scale river structure.

4.4. Evaluation of Dominant River Tracing-Defined
Basin Areas Relative to Baseline Hydrography

[24] In hydrological models (e.g., the VIC model), accu-
rate determination of the area fraction of cells in basin
boundary areas that actually contribute runoff to a given
basin outlet is critical for correct identification of upscaled
basin areas and accurate hydrograph simulations. The DRT
first identifies all basin cells contributing to the given
outlet cell (or any individual cell) ; a buffer (1-cell) area is

then defined outside the basin boundary and applied to
calculate basin area. The area fraction of all cells within the
basin boundary and buffer area is determined by tracing the
fine-scale flow path while only counting pixels that actually
contribute to the outlet cell. The area of each basin cell is
calculated directly at coarse scale. Two different methods
were used to calculate the surface drainage area for the two
projections. For the Lambert projection, the area of each
cell is calculated as the sum of each pixel area within the
cell, because they have the same area. For the WGS84 pro-
jection, the area of each cell is calculated using the sphere
surface distance and area formulas (Appendix B).

Figure 2. DRT derived flow directions and river network (red line) for South America at 1� resolution.
The baseline river network (blue line) is derived from the HYDRO1K using a FAC threshold of 3000
pixels, while the DRT derived river network is defined using a FAC threshold of 1000 pixels. The 1� re-
solution DEM is also shown ranging from high (green) to low (light green) elevation.
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[25] We conducted a global comparison of basin areas
derived from the DRT upscaled results and the baseline
HYDRO1K inputs (Table 6). We used the same rules from
Döll and Lehner [2002] to select basins (individual cells)
for comparison throughout this paper, with minimum basin
size thresholds (see ‘‘basin area evaluation’’ in Table 5) of
10,000, 5000, 1000, 500, 100, and 50 km2 for respective

spatial scales of 2�, 1�, [1/2]�, [1/4]�, 1/8�, and 1/16�. Here-
after, all evaluations were performed on DRT results in
the Lambert projection because the extraction of baseline
information (e.g., fine-scale upstream area, river length) for
comparison is more convenient using the equal-area
(relative to WGS84) projection format. The number of
selected global basins ranged from 456 (2� resolution) to
24,374 (1/16� resolution). The resulting minimum basin size
meeting the above rule criteria is only 1 cell for each upscal-
ing level, though the DRT can derive smaller catchments
with drainage areas less than the size of an individual cell.

[26] The DRT results indicate that basin areas are pre-
served across all spatial scales relative to the fine-scale
(HYDRO1K) hydrography inputs for all upscaling scales
(R2 ¼ 1.00; p < 0.0001). The NRMSE differences between
the DRT upscaled results and baseline hydrography ranged
from 0.02% (1/16� resolution) to 0.11% (2� resolution),
while MRE differences ranged from 6.34% (1/16� resolu-
tion) to 1.18% (2� resolution). Both NRMSE and MRE
terms vary subtly across all upscaling levels (Table 6). The
relatively larger residual difference at 1/16� resolution is
attributed to the very small size (i.e., 50 km2) of catchments
selected for the evaluation. For a given scale, the MRE is
smaller for larger basins because basin boundaries tend to

Table 5. Threshold Values Used in the Upscaling Process at Dif-
ferent DRT Spatial Scales

2� 1� 1/2� 1/4� 1/8� 1/16�

Cell sizea 240 120 60 30 15 7.5
Cell areab 57,600 14,400 3600 900 225 56
Basin area thresholdb,c 60,000 15,000 4000 1000 300 50
Stream network definitiond,e 1000 1000 50 50 20 5
Basin area evaluationb 10,000 5000 1000 500 100 50
River length evaluationa 100 50 50 20 15 10

aUnits in kilometers.
bArea in kilometer2.
cThe threshold value of basin area which are used by the DRT to pre-

serve basins with a larger area than the threshold by calling the ‘‘diverting’’
functions.

dThe threshold values of FAC are used to define the fine-scale stream
network which are employed in the DRT.

eUnits in pixels.

Table 6. Global Comparison of HYDRO1K Versus DRT Derived Basin Area, Lengths of Stem Rivers and Major Tributaries, and
Basin Shapesa

2� 1� 1/2� 1/4� 1/8� 1/16�

Global Comparison of HYDRO1K Versus DRT Derived Basin Areas
Basins with variable sizes

Basin size >10,000 km2 >5,000 km2 >1,000 km2 >500 km2 >100 km2 >50 km2

Number of basins 456 1016 2719 5372 13,298 24,374
NRMSE 0.11% 0.09% 0.03% 0.03% 0.02% 0.02%
MRE 1.18% 2.19% 1.75% 2.30% 2.20% 6.34%
ME 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Basins with drainage area
between 5000 and 50,000 km2

Number of basins 304 752 1098 1169 1165 1181
NRMSE 1.02% 1.47% 1.21% 1.28% 1.12% 1.01%
MRE 0.38% 0.81% 1.02% 0.92% 1.00% 1.14%
ME 0.998 0.996 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.998

Global Comparison of HYDRO1K Versus DRT Derived River Lengths
Rivers (major tributaries)

with variable lengths
River length >100 km >50 km >50 km >20 km >15 km >10 km
Number of rivers 1036 3202 9834 37,907 103,382 174,265
NRMSE 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02%
MRE 0.24% 0.45% 0.85% 2.04% 3.80% 5.91%
ME 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Rivers (major tributaries) with
length between 20 � 200 km

Number of rivers 247 1485 8692 34,684 82,529 92,633
NRMSE 0.47% 0.54% 0.64% 0.69% 0.71% 0.71%
MRE 0.54% 0.79% 1.25% 2.20% 3.30% 3.50%
ME 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.998

Global Comparison of HYDRO1K Versus DRT Derived Basin Shapes
Basins with drainage area

greater than 1000 km2

Number of basins 604 1422 2618 3799 4136 4192
MRE 2.44% 2.41% 3.46% 4.63% 3.67% 2.43%
ME 0.881 0.928 0.891 0.866 0.914 0.990

aRivers are all major tributaries.
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be preserved to a greater degree for larger basin polygons
than smaller polygons where the size of single grid cell
approaches the size of the basin polygon [Michael, 1999].
At 1/16� resolution, a bias of 1 pixel (i.e., 1 km2) represents
2% of a catchment with a drainage area of 50 km2. From
the global statistics, 7756 of the 24,374 selected basins
(32%) are smaller than 100 km2 at 1/16� resolution and
show a MRE of 9.12%. In contrast, 4177 basins are larger
than 1000 km2, account for 17% of the total selected basins
and have a MRE of 2.06%. Further comparisons between
DRT upscaled and HYDRO1K basin areas between 5000
and 50,000 km2 across all scales show the largest MRE
(1.14%) at 1/16� resolution, and the lowest MRE (0.38%)
at 2� resolution (Table 6). The difference between the larg-
est and lowest MRE is smaller than 1%.

4.5. Validation of Dominant River Tracing-Derived
River Lengths

[27] Instead of using a meandering factor to estimate
flow distance within each cell [e.g., Oki and Sud, 1998;
Fekete et al., 2001; Olivera and Raina, 2003], the DRT
preserves river lengths by tracing each fine-scale river from
headwater pixel to river mouth pixel. As the entire river
tracing progresses, the river length between the two cent-
roids of adjacent upstream and downstream cells is calcu-
lated and saved for each cell with flow direction assigned
by the river. The centroid (e.g., dark point (pixel) a – d in
Figure 1a) of a cell is defined as the middle pixel of the
dominant river segment (on the river being traced) of the
cell, while headwater and outlet pixels are designated as
the centroids for respective headwater and outlet cells.

[28] We conducted global comparisons of the DRT-derived
river lengths not only for basin stem rivers, but also for major
tributaries in each selected basin and across all scales relative
to the baseline HYDRO1K inputs. To extract lengths of rivers
and major tributaries for comparison, the same rules from the
basin area selections were applied while using different
threshold values for selecting rivers with lengths greater than
100, 50, 20, 15, and 10 km (see ‘‘river length evaluation’’ in
Table 5) for respective 2�, 1�, [1/2]�, [1/4]�, 1/8�, and 1/16�

spatial scales. The number of selected stem rivers and tributa-
ries ranged from 1036 (2� resolution) to 174,265 (1/16� reso-
lution). The global comparison (Table 6) indicates that the
total lengths of rivers are well preserved across all spatial
scales relative to the fine-scale (HYDRO1K) hydrography (R2

¼ 1.00; p < 0.0001), with the same NRMSE difference of
0.02% for all upscaling levels, while MRE differences range
from 0.24% to 5.91%. Similar to basin area, the relatively
larger residual difference of river lengths at 1/16� resolution
is because of the large number of very short (i.e., 10 km) riv-
ers selected for the evaluation. At 1/16� resolution, a bias of 1
(1 km) pixel represents 10% of a 10 km length river. From
the global statistics, 83,180 of the 174,265 selected rivers
(48%) are between 10 and 20 km in length at 1/16� resolution
and show a MRE of 8.83%. In contrast, 10,716 rivers are lon-
ger than 100 km, account for 6% of the total selected rivers,
and have a MRE of 0.76%. Further comparisons between
DRT and HYDRO1K river lengths between 20 and 200 km
indicate consistent DRT performance across all spatial scales
in this size category, with the largest MRE (3.50%) at 1/16�

resolution from 92,633 rivers selected, and the lowest MRE
(0.54%) at 2� resolution from 247 rivers selected (Table 6).

The difference between the largest and lowest MRE is less
than 3%. The MRE difference is smaller for larger rivers with
lengths between 100 and 500 km, ranging from 0.25% at 2�

resolution from 576 rivers selected to 0.80% at 1/16� resolu-
tion from 10,093 rivers selected, with differences of less than
1% between the largest and lowest MRE values across all
spatial scales in this size category. These results (Table 6)
indicate that the residual differences in basin area and river
length calculations between the DRT and baseline hydrogra-
phy are very small at all upscaling levels, while model per-
formance is largely independent of spatial scale.

4.6. Verification of Dominant River Tracing-Derived
Basin Shapes

[29] Six global basins were selected for visual inspection
of DRT-derived basin shapes against baseline HYDRO1K
results. These results are illustrated in Figure 3 for a range
of global basins including the Amazon, Yangtze, Danube,
Hai, Salmon, and a randomly selected smaller basin (i.e.,
Timbo river basin, Liberia). The selected basins ranged in
area from 9112 to 5,880,712 km2 at all upscaling levels.
The DRT shows generally favorable performance in pre-
serving basin shape (relative to the fine-scale hydrography
inputs) for different spatial scales and basin sizes. As spa-
tial resolution of the DRT derived hydrography increases,
the upscaled basin shape becomes smoother along bound-
ary edges and closer to the original fine-scale basin shape.
These results reflect the limitations of the raster model grid
to represent basin edges at coarser spatial scales, rather
than any change in DRT algorithm performance.

[30] We applied a shape metric [Vörösmarty et al., 2000]
to quantitatively evaluate DRT performance in preserving
basin shapes, as

S ¼ L=
ffiffiffi
A
p

; ð10Þ

where S is the basin shape metric, L is the stem river length
[kilometer], and A is the basin area [km2]. Basin shape indi-
ces were calculated for all DRT spatial scales for the
selected basins and compared with baseline HYDRO1K
results. These results (Table 6) indicate favorable DRT per-
formance in preserving basin shapes for basins with drain-
age areas greater than 1000 km2 for all spatial scales, with
MRE differences ranging from 2.41% at 1� resolution to
4.63% at 1/4� resolution. On a global basis across all spatial
scales, the MRE of basin shapes is >20% for 4.3%, <10%
for 95.1%, and <5% for 93.7% of basins with drainage
areas greater than 1000 km2.

4.7. Validation of Dominant River Tracing Internal
Drainage Structure of a Specific River Basin

[31] Macroscale hydrological modeling studies generally
require more detailed measures of drainage area and river
length within a basin. The correct derivation of total basin
area, stem river length, and basin shape does not necessarily
mean that the river network is properly represented within
the basin. Accurate depictions of basin internal drainage
structure, including upstream area, river segments of each
cell along the river flow path and local terrain characteristics,
are essential for determining runoff lag time, which is criti-
cal for many model processes, including streamflow and
stream temperature simulations. Döll and Lehner [2002]
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used the upstream areas of all cells along the stem river to
represent the internal river network of a basin. We applied a
similar approach to assess DRT preservation of the internal
river network of a selected basin (i.e., Columbia basin, North
America) at 1/16� resolution. We compared the DRT
derived upstream drainage area of all cells along Columbia
basin rivers relative to coincident area calculations derived
from the baseline (HYDRO1K) hydrography. We also con-
ducted a more intensive validation of the DRT derived inter-
nal river network relative to HYDRO1K for the Columbia
basin by comparing both basin stem river cells and all indi-

vidual basin cells with drainage areas greater than 500 km2

(�10 cells defined at 1/16� resolution). River lengths from
headwater cell to each cell along the river flow path, and the
corresponding upstream drainage area of each cell were
compared between the DRT results and HYDRO1K, as well
as the shape of the upstream drainage area of each cell.

[32] There were 2374 cells (with drainage areas greater
than 500 km2) selected for evaluating upstream drainage
areas, river lengths and basin shapes from the DRT (1/16�)
results and HYDRO1K (Figure 4) for the Columbia basin.
The DRT generally preserves fine-scale upstream drainage

Figure 3. Comparison of DRT upscaled basin shapes in relation to the HYDRO1K defined baseline for
a range of selected spatial scales and basin sizes. The HYDRO1K basins were delineated in ESRI Arc-
GIS software by merging subbasins according to the fine-scale river networks. Each DRT derived basin
shape figure shows the respective area (km2) and the number of cells in the basin at the corresponding
upscaled resolution. The numbers along the right side of the figure are the basin areas defined from base-
line HYDRO1K information. The inset map shows the geographic locations of the selected basins
denoted by the first letter of each basin name.
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areas, river lengths and basin shapes for all selected cells, as
indicated by strong agreement with the HYDRO1K results
(Figure 4). The NRMSE and MRE were 1.38% and 1.52%,
respectively, between DRT and HYDRO1K upstream drain-
age areas for individual cells (912) with drainage areas larger
than 5000 km2. All cells with upstream river lengths greater
than 100, 200 and 500 km show respective NRMSE differ-
ences of 0.28%, 0.27% and 0.32%, and MRE differences of
1.61%, 0.89%, and 0.43%. Approximately 83% and 91% of
selected cells had MRE differences for upstream drainage

areas within 5% and 10% of the baseline fine-scale results,
respectively; while 72% and 93% of cells, with upstream
river lengths larger than 50 km, had MRE differences for
upstream river lengths within 5% and 10% of HYDRO1K
results; 98% of cells with upstream river lengths larger than
100 km had MRE differences within 10% of the baseline
fine-scale results.

[33] The upstream area-river length relationship of each
DRT derived 1/16� cell along the Columbia stem river and
three main tributaries (i.e., Snake, upper Columbia, and

Figure 4. Comparison of HYDRO1K versus DRT derived 1/16� resolution upstream drainage areas,
upstream river length, and upstream basin shapes for the Columbia river basin of North America. The
upstream river length is defined as the river length from headwater to each cell along the defined river
flow paths.

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of HYDRO1K versus DRT derived upstream area and corresponding river
length relationships of DRT 1/16� cells along the Columbia basin stem river and its three main tributa-
ries, i.e., Snake, upper Columbia, and Willamette rivers; (b) the relative errors of estimated river lengths
of cells along the river flow paths.
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Willamette rivers) also showed favorable performance rela-
tive to HYDRO1K indicating a consistency in river seg-
ments along basin flow paths (Figure 5a). In Figure 5a, the
numbers of respective upstream river cells for the Columbia,
Snake, Willamette, and upper Columbia rivers are 222, 170,
38, and 82, corresponding to 1935, 1484, 355, and 723 km
of DRT river lengths; the MRE values of all river segment
lengths of the four rivers are 0.67%, 0.82%, 1.84%, and
0.74%, respectively. These results indicate that the DRT
preserves the upstream area-river length relationship defined
from the baseline hydrography (Figure 5a). Abrupt increases
in upstream drainage area with increasing river length (Fig-
ure 5a) occur where subbasin drainage areas merge in down-
stream portions of the basin, while river lengths increase
conservatively. These results also indicate that river con-
fluences and the basin internal drainage structure are pre-
served during spatial upscaling. Relative errors in river
length calculations generally decrease toward the river
mouths of all four rivers (Figure 5b), indicating that errors
primarily occur in upstream areas with decreasing impacts
on longer downstream river lengths; these results also
explain why relative error tends to decrease for longer riv-
ers. Overall, the DRT preserves the internal river network of
a basin, including upstream drainage area, river length and
basin shape of each grid cell.

4.8. Dominant River Tracing Performance in Serving
Hydrological Models

[34] As shown in Table 3, the values of f1 conservatively
range from 0.873 to 0.911 for all upscaling levels based on
the global statistics. Considering that the LEDR is not
always used to determine flow direction in order to pre-
serve the globally dominant river structure and the 1 � f1
term must be greater than 0, the DRT derived f1 value
should be very close to its upper limit.

[35] The summary statistics in Table 3 indicate favorable
DRT performance, with more than 91% of cells draining the
most runoff in the assigned flow directions at all upscaling
levels. As more major rivers tend to occupy a given cell at
coarser spatial scales, the proportion of total runoff from the
cell draining through the assigned flow direction tends to be
smaller. The f3 and f4 values therefore decrease conserva-
tively with increasing upscaling levels from 0.853 and 0.646
at 1/16� resolution to 0.791 and 0.594 at 2� resolution,
respectively. The small ranges of f2, f3, and f4 indicate con-
sistent DRT performance in assigning flow directions in
which the majority of water drains from all cells regardless
of spatial scale. The upper limit of f3 and f4 is f2. From Table
3, using the DRT, f1 is close to f2, which indicates that the
assigned drainage direction generally matches the path of
the dominant river segment in a cell, which validates our
assumption that the LEDR collects the most runoff within a
cell. For all upscaling levels, f2 is slightly greater or equiva-
lent to f1, which is probably caused by secondary river seg-
ments and flow paths draining in the assigned flow direction
leading to some 1 � f1 cells having the most runoff direc-
tions. The DRT derived f1, f2, f3, and f4 metrics in Table 3
indicate that the DRT identifies the dominant rivers in a
region and preserves the dominant rivers and segments with
appropriate flow directions largely independent of the
upscaling level; this is a prerequisite for preserving basin
shape and area, river shape, and length during spatial upscal-

ing. These results therefore indicate favorable DRT perform-
ance in meeting the requirements of hydrological models
using the D8 form single flow direction map.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
[36] A hierarchical dominant river tracing (DRT) algo-

rithm was developed for automated extraction and spatial
upscaling of river network and flow directions from rela-
tively fine-scale hydrography inputs. The DRT algorithm
uses multidimensional (i.e., two-, one-, and zero-dimension)
information (from both global and local drainage patterns)
defined from baseline fine-scale hydrography to determine
upscaled flow directions. This approach contrasts with
many traditional methods that utilize zero- or quasi one-
dimensional information for spatial upscaling. The DRT
also uses additional constraints to minimize the occurrence
of excluded or false river segments. River channels are pri-
oritized by FACs and the effective lengths of dominant riv-
ers. By fully exploiting baseline fine-scale hydrography
information, the algorithm maintains consistency in basin
shape and area calculations by minimizing absorption of
smaller basins by larger basins at coarser spatial scales while
generally preserving fine-scale river and segment lengths in
the upscaled outputs. The DRT was applied using baseline
(HYDRO1K) fine-scale hydrography inputs to produce a
range of upscaled global river networks ranging from 1/16�

to 2� resolution in Lambert azimuthal equal area and
WGS84 projections. A regional comparison was also con-
ducted over a continental U.S. domain between the DRT
results and other upscaling results derived from alternative
(NSABE) methods using consistent baseline (Hydro-
SHEDS) fine-scale hydrography inputs; these results were
also compared against regional DDM30 results derived from
HYDRO1K baseline information and intensive manual cor-
rections. The regional comparisons show improved DRT
upscaling performance in preserving baseline fine-scale river
network information. These results also show robust DRT
performance relative to the baseline hydrography, including
(1) assigning as many upscaled flow directions as possible
to drain a majority of runoff to immediate downstream cells,
while preserving the overall dominant drainage structure of
the fine-scale hydrography; (2) preserving river shape and
length, basin shape and area, and internal drainage structure
for all considerable river basins of a given region; and (3)
deriving upscaled flow directions and river networks auto-
matically and with globally consistent performance across
different scales and projections. Both visual and quantitative
evaluations indicate that the DRT is a robust and accurate
method for automated upscaling and extraction of coarse
flow directions and river networks from fine-scale hydrogra-
phy information. The DRT results showed similar or better
performance than the DDM30 results derived from intensive
manual correction, while the DRT is fully automated and
capable of producing accurate results without manual inter-
vention and correction. The DRT upscaling process also
generates other products useful for hydrological modeling,
including flow distance, upstream drainage area, channel
gradient, and fractional area of basin boundary cells.

[37] The DRT algorithm results are consistent with and
directly traceable to the baseline fine-scale hydrography
inputs. The upscaled flow direction and river network results
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approach the accuracy limits of the D8 single direction flow
method in representing coarse-scale flow directions and river
networks, while the DRT river length and basin area calcula-
tions are generally consistent with the baseline fine-scale
hydrography inputs, and are appropriate for most GCM- and
MHM-based modeling studies. In some cases where there is
no clearly defined single dominant flow path, a multiple
flow direction (MFD) approach may provide a better solu-
tion than the D8 single direction method by allowing multi-
ple flow directions for each grid cell. However, when the
MFD method is employed in a hydrological model, frac-
tional runoff calculations for all flow directions of each grid
cell are required, which can be difficult to quantify and may
require significant hydrological model adaptions. Orlandini
and Moretti [2009] also reported that the MFD introduces
artificial dispersion in large-scale hydrological applications.
Alternatively, finer resolution D8 hydrography and hydro-
logical model simulations can be used for improved spatial
resolution and accuracy, but with increasing computational
costs. With appropriate modifications, the DRT can be
adapted to the MFD approach for further investigation.
Recently, Yamazaki et al. [2009] derived an upscaled global
river network map by dominant river segment tracing. Their
method is designed for greater flexibility in assigning down-
stream cells during spatial upscaling, which may be more
appropriately regarded as a special type of MFD.

[38] The upscaled results from this study were developed
using fine-scale global (regional) hydrography inputs from
HYDRO1K (HydroSHEDS), while the DRT algorithm can
be applied using any baseline hydrography information. In
some cases, inability of the DEM to represent fine-scale ter-
rain characteristics or errors introduced during the depitting

process leads to incorrect delineation of the fine-scale river
network [O’Donnell et al., 1999], and coarse river network
errors that are independent of the upscaling process. The
HYDRO1K database has well documented limitations over
lowlands and other areas with low topographic relief [e.g.,
Fekete et al., 2001; Mayorga et al., 2005]. Some methods
including D8-LTD [Orlandini et al., 2003], ‘‘stream burn-
ing,’’ and ‘‘fencing’’ have been used to improve the accu-
racy of fine-scale hydrography information, which could be
available for many regional applications. Improved base-
line hydrography inputs should enable greater accuracy in
DRT upscaled river networks for any region or spatial scale
to meet the needs of regional and macroscale hydrological
modeling studies.

Appendix A
[39] The DRT algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure A1.

The meanings of expressions in Figure A1 are explained in
Table A1. The DRT inputs include a relatively fine-scale
river network, FAC, and flow direction information, and a
mask file at the targeted coarse spatial resolution. The algo-
rithm implementation consists of six general steps, which
are summarized below.

[40] Step 1: Assign sink and river mouth cells at the be-
ginning of the algorithm according to the ‘‘basin area
threshold’’ in Table 5. All cells with river mouth pixel(s)
are first identified; if the largest FAC value of the river
mouth pixels in the cell is greater than the threshold, the
cell is identified as a river mouth or sink cell representing a
basin that will be conserved in the upscaling process.

[41] Step 2: Identify the outlet of the predominant basin
from the remaining unassigned area of the given region of

Figure A1. DRT algorithm flowchart.
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interest. The basin outlet is identified as the pixel with the
largest FAC value.

[42] Step 3: Identify the predominant (stem) river for the
basin with the outlet obtained in step 2.

A1. Identify the Stem River (Reverse Tracing)
[43] Given a basin or sub-basin with a dendritic river net-

work, the stem river is the one with the larger FAC. To
identify the stem river on a cell-by-cell basis, the DRT con-
ducts reverse tracing along the river path starting from the
basin outlet and proceeding to the headwater. During
reverse tracing, once the detector (Table A1) reaches a
junction pixel, the DRT always traces ahead along the trib-
utary with the larger FAC until the detector reaches the
upstream end of the river (i.e., the headwater pixel without
any upstream river pixels).

[44] Step 4: Assign flow directions for all intersecting
cells of the stem river by tracing its entire length beginning
from the headwater to the outlet.

A2. Validate
[45] The DRT algorithm verifies the flow direction for

each cell once it is assigned to ensure that each cell is
assigned to the LEDR. If a cell is not assigned to the
LEDR, the assigned flow direction will be canceled and the
cell will be assigned at a later step when the cancelation
does not lead to discontinuity of the selected river.

[46] Step 5: Identify the next dominant river of the
remaining unassigned area in the current basin (i.e., iden-
tify the stem river of the next subbasin). All junctions on
all traced dominant rivers are identified and appended to a
junction array. The tributary with the maximum FAC is
selected as the next dominant river according to the junc-
tion array. This process (beginning with step 4) is contin-
ued until there are no dominant rivers with unsigned cells
in the current basin.

[47] Step 6: Go to step 2 until there are no basins with
unassigned cells in the given region.

[48] Step 7: Recover river mouth and sinks. In many
cases, especially at coarser spatial resolutions, multiple
large rivers (with FAC value of the river outlet pixel greater
than the basin area threshold in Table 5) may end in the
same cell, which can lead to incorrect merging of a larger
basin. The DRT assigns the outlet cell to the largest river,

which ends in the cell, and recovers the outlet cells for sec-
ondary rivers by reverse tracing the secondary rivers to
their immediate upstream cells, which are assigned as out-
let cells of the secondary rivers.

[49] Step 8: The DRT checks each flow path to ensure
that there are no circular flow paths in the derived flow net-
work. If a circular flow path occurs, the DRT algorithm
will break the circulation path by assigning the cell with
the largest FAC as a sink cell with direction ‘‘0.’’ An inter-
section occurs where flow directions of two neighboring
cells meet in the corners of the two cells. When trying to
preserve diagonal flow directions, intersections of flow
paths can occur in some situations. Where intersections
occur, the direction of one cell is altered to assure consist-
ent D8 flow directions.

Appendix B
[50] The surface area of a cell in a geographic (WGS84)

projection is calculated as the sum of the two surface trian-
gles that make up the rectangular grid cell. The area of
each triangle ðS�Þ is calculated using the sphere surface
area formulas in (B1) and (B2)

S� ¼ ðAþ Bþ C � �Þ � R2 if Aþ Bþ C � �; ðB1Þ

S� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P � ðP� aÞ � ðP� bÞ � ðP� cÞ

p
if Aþ Bþ C < �;

ðB2Þ

where R is the earth radius [m]; A, B, C are the interior
angles of the surface triangle in radians, calculated from
the law of cosines

sin b sin c cos A ¼ cos a� cos b cos c

sin c sin a cos B ¼ cos b� cos c cos a :

sin a sin b cos C ¼ cos c� cos a cos b

ðB3Þ

a, b, c are the lengths of each edge of the surface triangle in
radians, calculated by

a ¼ La=R

b ¼ Lb=R :

c ¼ Lc=R

ðB4Þ

Table A1. Meaning of the Expressions in Figure A1

Expressions Meanings

T TRUE
F FALSE
Detector A detector is defined as a pixel where the tracing is progressing when the DRT traces each river or flow path at the fine scale.

The detector records the location (i.e., row and column number) of each pixel during the tracing process, e.g., where the DRT
tracing starts or stops.

bBasin If bBasin is TRUE, it means there is a basin which has not been assigned yet and the DRT will continue the assigning process;
if bBasin is FALSE, it means all basins in the given domain have been assigned.

bStemRiver If bStemRiver is TRUE, it means stem river of a basin or sub-basin hasn’t been assigned yet and the DRT will continue the
assigning process; if the bStemRiver is FALSE, it means all rivers/tributaries in a basin has been assigned and the DRT will
identify a next basin to assign flow directions.

bDiverting If bDiverting is TRUE, it means the current river should be conserved by diverting; if bDiverting is FALSE, the Diverting
function will not be called.

bComeback If bComeback is TRUE, it means a river flows out of a cell, back into the same cell and out again.
bOutletorJunction If bOutletorJunctioncell is TRUE, it means the detector reaches an outlet cell or Junction cell.
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La, Lb, and Lc are the lengths of each edge of the surface tri-
angle [m], calculated by

L ¼ R � arccosðsin�1 sin�2 þ cos�1 cos�2 � cosð�1 � �2ÞÞ:
ðB5Þ

�; � are the latitude and longitude of a surface point loca-
tion and P is the half circumference of the surface triangle

P ¼ ðLa þ Lb þ LcÞ=2: ðB6Þ

[51] Equation (B5) is also used to calculate river lengths
from the fine-scale hydrography.
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